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a b s t r a c t
This comment clariﬁes two issues related to the (001) surface reconstructions of cubic SiC, namely: (i) The failure
of the bridge-bond model for H atoms interacting with the 3C-SiC(001) 3 × 2 reconstruction to explain all the
experimental data based on different techniques, while a recent model has reconciled theory and experimental
results. This model has not been discussed or even mentioned in the review by Pollmann et al.; and (ii) In their
review, two models of the Si-terminated c(4 × 2) 3C-SiC(001) surface reconstruction are presented as equally
probable. This is clearly not the case and the reasons are explained in this comment.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

A review article entitled “Adsorption of hydrogen and hydrocarbon
molecules on SiC(001)” by Johannes Pollmann, Xiangyang Peng, Jürgen
Wieferinka and Peter Krüger has been published in the September–October 2014 issue of Surface Science Reports [1]. Based largely on their
theoretical investigations, the authors describe in this document a topic
of high current interest, namely the interaction of hydrogen and hydrocarbons with the various reconstructed cubic silicon carbide 3CSiC(001) surfaces. Given the importance of this topic and the purpose of
such a review, it is necessary to present all relevant facts and ﬁndings, experimental as well as theoretical, in an objective and critical manner.
While the review [1] contains a wealth of valuable information, there
are omissions and problems in the way the results are presented, which
need to be clariﬁed. Speciﬁcally, this Comment addresses two issues,
one related to the interaction of hydrogen with the 3C-SiC(001) 3 × 2 surface and the second concerning the 3C-SiC(001) c(4 × 2) reconstruction.
(1) The authors describe in this SSR report [1], their theoretical investigation (Lu, Krüger and Pollmann) of the 3 × 2 Si-rich reconstruction of
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the 3C-SiC(001) surface [2]. For this clean surface, they proposed the socalled Two Ad-layer Asymmetric Dimer (TAAD) model. The latter is in
good qualitative agreement with the results of state-of-the-art experiments including atom-resolved scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
[3], optical anisotropy [4], synchrotron radiation-based grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction (SR-GIXRD) [5] and photo-electron diffraction (SR-PED)
[6], providing a TAAD-ALSD (Alternately Long and Short Dimers) model
[5,6]. Here, experiment and theory are consistent. However, the discussion
of the interaction of this surface with hydrogen fails to report key ﬁndings.
In the SSR review [1], the authors quote (Ref. [101]) and comment
on an article on H-induced 3C-SiC(001) 3 × 2 surface metallization
based on atom resolved STM, valence band photoemission spectroscopy
(VB-PES) and vibrational spectroscopy using infrared absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) [7], and display some of its ﬁgures [1]. The authors discuss the bridge bond model and also point to their interesting earlier
work on the reaction pathways of H adsorption on this 3C-SiC(001)
3 × 2 surface, but do not mention that this model cannot explain all
available experimental data such as the IRAS data [7]. This inconsistency
has motivated an in-depth combined experimental and computational
investigation, which has led to a new model consistent with all available
experimental results. In fact, this work has paved the way to exciting

new possibilities of surface functionalization through the opening of
sub-surface nanotunnels [8]. This study was based on electronic and vibrational properties probed by both advanced experimental techniques,
namely SR-PES and high-resolution electron energy losses spectroscopy
(HREELS), and by state-of-the-art theoretical calculations [8]. The vibrational modes from the HREELS measurements [8] are in excellent agreement with previous IRAS measurements [7] and revealed the lack of any
vibrational mode arising from H or D atoms in a bridge-bond between Si
atoms in the third plane, as favored by earlier theoretical investigations
[1,9–12]. In addition, such a bridge-bond position for H between two Si
atoms in the third plane is also inconsistent with synchrotron radiationbased core-level photoemission spectroscopy (SR-CL-PES) experiments
indicating an asymmetric charge transfer in the third atomic plane [13].
In contrast, the computed vibrational frequencies in Ref. [8] are in remarkable agreement with the HREELS measured data [8] originating
from vibrational modes of H and D atoms passivating Si dangling
bonds (created by the nanotunnel opening) in the third atomic layer
below the surface dimers, but not for H or D atoms in a bridge position.
Furthermore, the work of Ref. [8] provided novel insights into the understanding of the H-induced metallization process including the occurrence of a semiconducting–metallic–semiconducting transition
sequence. This work should have been included in this review, at least
as a note added in proof, since it came out 11 months before the publication of the SSR [1].
(2) Describing the Si-terminated c(4 × 2) reconstruction of the
3C-SiC(001) surface in Chapter 3.2, page 62, the authors report two
models [1], namely the AUDD (Alternatively Up- and Down Dimer)
model [14–21], “strongly favoured by experiment” and the MRAD
(Missing-Row Asymmetric Dimer) model [22], “strongly favoured
by theory”. In the review [1], both models are presented as if they
had equal probability to be correct. This is not the case.
The AUDD model is supported by a host of state-of-the-art experiments including atom-resolved STM [14–17], SR-PED [18] and synchrotron radiation-based SR-CL-PES [19], and also by valence band angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (VB-ARPES) experiments [20]
(omitted in the SSR [1]) determining the atomic and electronic structures of the Si-terminated c(4 × 2) reconstruction. Furthermore, the
AUDD model is also supported by several state-of-the-art DFT, cluster
and STM image calculations [14,15,18,20,21] that are actually mentioned in the present SSR review article, but then, not considered in
the discussion of the different models [1]. In fact, these DFT calculations
reveal a great sensitivity of this reconstruction to strain and defects,
which was also noted in experiments [23–25]. This c(4 × 2) reconstruction corresponds to a single layer of Si atoms on a Si-terminated
3C-SiC(001) surface at room temperature, which turns into a 2 × 1
array upon low adsorbate exposures [23], contamination [24], or with
increasing temperatures [25].
In contrast, the MRAD model is supported by a single DFT calculation
[1,22] assuming a higher Si coverage (1.5 monolayer) compared with
the AUDD model. Notice that, adding Si atoms on top of the
Si-terminated c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction (AUDD) invariably leads
to the formation of self-organized Si atomic lines already at very low
coverage [26]. The MRAD model was later dismissed because it failed
to agree with SR-PED and other experiments when compared with
the AUDD model [14–20]. Subsequently, the original article by Lu,
Krüger and Pollmann [22] was the object of a comment on the MRAD
model [27], with the related authors' answer appearing on the very
next page of same issue of PRL [28]. However, while the SSR's authors
are quoting as Ref. [95] their answer to this comment [28] of their SSR
review article [1], they failed to quote the comment itself [27]. Finally,
one should also notice that some of the authors of the SSR [1] (Peng,
Krüger, Pollmann) have also published a theoretical investigation on
H atoms interaction with the Si terminated c(4 × 2) surface, focusing
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solely on the AUDD model, stating “Here, we concentrate on the AUDD
model for simplicity” — see Chapter 3.2. in [29] — Ref. [138] in the SSR.
The problem of the stability of the Si-terminated 3C-SiC(001) 2 × 1
surface reconstruction, to which a signiﬁcant part of this review [1] is devoted, also deserves some comments: this reconstruction can be experimentally obtained only via temperature-induced semiconducting
c(4 × 2) ⇔ metallic 2 × 1 reversible phase transition at 400 °C [25], or
at room temperature upon low H2 exposures [23] or by background contamination [24] of the c(4 × 2) reconstruction, the two latter inducing a
2 × 1 ordering of the 3C-SiC(100) surface. Hence, such a 2 × 1 arrangement is not an intrinsic reconstruction of the clean Si-terminated
3C-SiC(001) surface [23–25].
In conclusion, the review [1] relies heavily on theoretical work.
While the currently practiced level of theory, namely density functional
theory, has made tremendous contributions to surface science by providing deep insights into the behavior of materials beyond the reach
of current experiments and by stimulating new experiments, there are
still a number of approximations involved, which introduce uncertainties, especially in subtle cases such as the 3C-SiC(001) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction.
Thus, we hope that with this Comment, the reader of SSR will have a
more balanced and complete picture of our current understanding of
the fascinating richness of 3C-SiC(001) surfaces and the unique power
of combining theory and experiment.
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